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FOREWORD

It is my pleasant privilage to write a foreword for this book “Digital Electronics” authored by

Er. ANURAG ARORA of KIIT college of Engineering. The author has used his wide experience in

preparing the manuscript to enable the reader understand the concepts of Digital Electronics in the

simplest manner. There has been an increase in the demand for a suitable textbook on digital and analog

electronics. The contents of the book are well organised and written in a simple language with numerous

worked examples and exercise problems with answer. The level of presentation is suitable for self-

study. This book covers the complete new scheme syllabus of MD University and UP Universities. This

book also contains last year Question papers and Complete lab manual, this makes the book very

interesting for the students.

I believe that this book will serve as a useful text for the subject Digital Electronics in the

undergraduate courses and as a ready reference for the Digital Electronics course at postgraduate level.

I strongly recommend this book to every electronics, instrumentation, computer science, information

technology, communication system and all research Engineers.

August 2011 —Dr. Rajiv Kumar

District Education Officer

Faridabad



PREFACE

Digital Electronics is designed to be used as an introductory text for students who are new to the field of

electronics. Prerequisites are general mathematics and basic dc circuits. Some electronic components

(such as resistors, capacitors, LEDs, batteries, switches, transistors, relays etc) are used along with

digital integrated circuits (ICs). Binary mathematics and boolean concepts are introduced and explained

in the book as needed. The language used in this book is so easy that one can understand the topics in

one reading.

Digital electronics is not a specialized field in electronics. Digital circuits were first used is computing

devices, but are now commonly found in most consumer, industrial, medical and military equipment.

The advances in microelectronics design and manufacturing, computer technology, and information

systems, have caused a rapid increase in the use of digital circuits. If the electronic equipment has a

display, is programmable, or has any memory capabilities, it contains digital circuitry.

For this edition, we sought the advice both instructors who have used the text for many years and

instructors who have used it for only a short time. The text of this book is useful for practicing engineers,

as well as for researchers, graduate students and undergraduate students. The text has been prepared to

provide fundamental treatment about many practical and theoretical concepts that form the basis of

digital electronics, and has been designed for easy but through treatment of vital material that all digital

engineers must be comfortable with worked example, problems and numerous, carefully crafted homework

problems at the end of each chapter.

Electronics is among the most exciting areas of technical study. New developments are reported

weekly. Interestingly, most developments are based on the fundamentals learned in the first classes in

electricity, analog and digital circuits, computer technology and communications. Digital circuitry is

quickly becoming pervasive. In today’s world everybody wants digital circuitry. Digital electronics is a

fast-growing field, as witnessed by the widespread use of microcomputers, hundreds of millions of them

are used in schools homes, colleges, businesses and government sector. A hand held calculators is another

example of a digital electronic device used by nearly everyone. The text book continues its strong

coverage of not only the basics of digital circuits but stresses the interfacing with a variety of simple

input and output devices.

The material in this text is based on carefully selected and formulated performance objectives.

Small scale ICs are used when students learn the fundamentals. Most of the circuits in this text can be

wired for classroom demonstration using off-the-shelf TTL or CMOSICs.

August 2011 —ANURAG ARORA





ABOUT THE BOOK

This book has been written based on the experience gathered while teaching this subject over the last

few year. The target reader of this book are the undergraduate and graduate students of electronics,

Computer, IT, telecommunication and control and instrumentation Engineering. This course is widely

taught in all Engineering institutes. All the topics have been  covered in sufficient detail to make this

book suitable for different syllabi requirements The primary emphasis of this book is to impact the

readers a solid concept of digital electronics devices. The language has been kept simple and lucid so

that reading this book becomes an enjoyable experience. Each chapter starts with an introduction and

gradually elevates the level of the subject matter to more advanced topics, explaining every step in

details. The basic concept has been emphasized and detailed explanation have been provided, wherever

required. Numerous solved examples in each chapter expose the readers to the problem solved technique

and give them an idea about the ballpark values of the various parameters involved. A sufficient number

of practice problems has also been provided.

COVERAGE

This book is comprised of 10 chapters.

CHAPTER 1: Introduced the fundamental concepts of digital electronics, advantages of digital

system and the basic digital circuits. Various number system and commonly used codes in digital systems

have been discussed. Error detecting and error correcting codes have also been discussed in details.

CHAPTER 2: This chapter deals with the gate level minimization concept. It includes various

boolean postulates and boolean theorems, this chapter also contain the topics such as logic gates (both

basic gates and universal gates). This chapter also deals with the conventional  methods of combinational

circuits design such as algebric method, k-map simplification and Quine-Mcluskey method. Concept of

Minterms and maxterms  has also been explained in this chapter.

CHAPTER 3: It deals with the conventional methods of combinational circuits analysis and design.

Binary adder, binary subtractor, BCD adder, BCD subtractor, Multiplexer, Demultiplexer, Encoder,

decoder etc. has been explained in sufficient detail to understand.

CHAPTER 4: This chapter introduces the basic building block of a sequential circuit-the FLIP-

FLOP. All types of flip-flops with their excitation tables and triggering methods have been discussed in

details. Here again, both the approaches, namely conventional design using Flip-Flops and the modern

approach using available MSI circuits, have been discussed. Design of synchronous sequential as well

as asynchronous sequential circuits have been discussed in detail.

CHAPTER 5: This chapter deals with “Registers and Counters”. Synchronous counter design and

Asynchronous counter design using JK type Flip-Flops and D-type Flip-Flops have been discussed in

sufficient details. This chapter also deals with all types of registers and its application.

CHAPTER 6: It deals with semiconductor memories. Which have assumed an important role in

present-day digital systems. This chapter include various semiconductor memory devices which are



being used currently serial and parallel EEPROMs, serial and parallel flash memories, first in, first out

(FIFO) memories, bidirectional FIFO (BiFIFO) memory, asynchronous and synchronous SRAMs,

asynchronous and synchronous DRAMs have been discussed in details. Programming techniques used

for programmable ROMs and erasing techniques used for erasable programmable ROMs have also been

discussed. Various programmable logic device (PLDs), such as programmable logic array (PLA),

programmable array logic (PAL) has also been discussed in section.

CHAPTER 7: This chapter explains the concept of algorithmic state machines (ASM). It also

explains ASM chart for sequential circuit design.

CHAPTER 8: It deals with asynchronous sequential logic design. It is important for the design of

digital systems considering the simplicity in design, cost, space, power requirements, speed and other

factors. Hazards in combinational and sequential digital circuits and design of hazard free circuits have

also been included in this section.

CHAPTER 9: This chapter deals with the experiments which is performed on various digital IC.

CHAPTER 10: This chapter includes some mini projects.

CHAPTER 11: It contains some solved question papers.

(x)
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SYLLABUS FOR MDU (Theory)
EE-204-F (DIGITAL ELECTRONICS)

SECTION A

Digital system and binary numbers: Signed binary numbers, binary codes, cyclic codes, error detecting

and correcting codes, hamming codes.

Gate-level minimization: The K-map method up to five variable, don’t care conditions, POS

simplification, NAND and NOR implementation, Quine Mc-Clusky method (Tabular method).

SECTION B

Combinational logic: Combinational circuits, analysis procedure, design procedure, binary adder-

subtractor, decimal adder, binary multiplier, magnitude comparator, decoders, encoders, multiplexers,

demultiplexers.

SECTION C

Synchronous sequential logic: Sequential circuits, storage elements: latches, flip flops, analysis of

clocked sequential circuits, state reduction and assignments, design procedure.

Registers and counters: Shift registers, ripple counter, synchronous counter, other counters.

SECTION D

Memory and programmable logic: RAM, ROM, PLA, PAL.

Design at the register transfer level: ASMs, design example, design with multiplexers.

Asynchronous sequential logic: Analysis procedure, circuit with latches, design procedure, reduction

of state and flow table, race Free State assignment, hazards.



SYLLABUS FOR MDU (Lab)
EE-224-F (DIGITAL ELECTRONICS)

Objective: To understand the digital logic and create various systems by using these logics.

1. Introduction to digital electronics lab- nomenclature of digital ICs, specifications, study of

the data sheet, concept of Vcc and ground, verification of the truth tables of logic gates

using TTL ICs.

2. Implementation of the given Boolean function using logic gates in both SOP and POS forms.

3. Verification of state tables of RS, JK, T and D flip-flops using NAND & NOR gates.

4. Implementation and verification of Decoder/De-multiplexer and Encoder using logic gates.

5. Implementation of 4 × 1 multiplexer using logic gates.

6. Implementation of 4-bit parallel adder using 7483 IC.

7. Design, and verify the 4-bit synchronous counter.

8. Design, and verify the 4-bit asynchronous counter.

9. Static and Dynamic Characteristic of NAND and Schmitt-NAND gate(both TTL and MOS).

10. Study of Arithmetic Logic Unit.

11. Mini Project.



SYLLABUS FOR UP (Theory) CSE/IT
ECS-301 (DIGITAL LOGIC DESIGN)

UNIT I: Digital system and binary numbers: Signed binary numbers, binary codes, cyclic codes,

error detecting and correcting codes, hamming codes.

Floating point representation

Gate-level minimization: The map method up to five variable, don’t care conditions, POS

simplification, NAND and NOR implementation, Quine Mc-Clusky method (Tabular method).

UNIT II: Combinational Logic: Combinational circuits, analysis procedure, design procedure, binary

adder-subtractor, decimal adder, binary multiplier, magnitude comparator, decoders, encoders,

multiplexers

UNIT III: Synchronous Sequential logic: Sequential circuits, storage elements: latches, flip flops,

analysis of clocked sequential circuits, state reduction and assignments, design procedure.

Registers and counters: Shift registers, ripple counter, synchronous counter, other counters.

UNIT IV: Memory and programmable logic: RAM, ROM, PLA, PAL. Design at the register transfer

level: ASMs, design example, design with multiplexers.

UNIT V: Asynchronous sequential logic: Analysis procedure, circuit with latches, design procedure,

reduction of state and flow table, race free state assignment, hazards.

SYLLABUS FOR UP (Theory) ECE/ICE/EIE/EEE
EEC-302 (DIGITAL ELECTRONICS)

I Digital system and binary numbers: Signed binary numbers, binary codes, cyclic codes,

error detecting and correcting codes, hamming codes. Floating point representation

Gate-level minimization: The map method up to five variable, don’t care conditions, POS

simplification, NAND and NOR implementation, Quine Mc-Clusky method (Tabular method).

II Combinational Logic: Combinational circuits, analysis procedure, design procedure, binary

adder-subtractor, decimal adder, binary multiplier, magnitude comparator, decoders, encoders,

multiplexers

III Synchronous Sequential logic: Sequential circuits, storage elements: latches, flip flops, analysis

of clocked sequential circuits, state reduction and assignments, design procedure.

Registers and counters: Shift registers, ripple counter, synchronous counter, other counters.

IV Memory and programmable logic: RAM, ROM, PLA, PAL. Design at the register transfer

level: ASMs, design example, design with multiplexers.

V Asynchronous sequential logic: Analysis procedure, circuit with latches, design procedure,

reduction of state and flow table, race free state, assignment, hazards.
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